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Hello. I used to be a normal kid with normal stuff in my life, that is until He showed up.

It all started on a normal day. I was doing normal stuff when I heard something downstairs...

And there He was. The thing that would soon ruin my life.

At first I didn't know what to make of Him.

I mean there was a potato on my couch? Why was He alive? Why is he wearing a shirt? and does He know those are potato chips?

I figured it would be ok if I left Him there when I went to school... (bad idea)

When I got back the Potato had vanished.
Just then I heard a noise coming from the kitchen. What I saw was a scene so horrific that I can't even describe it.

He had to go.

At first I tried to just throw him out the window, but that didn't work.

Then I tried to throw him away.
Not the desired effect.
Everything I tried went up in disaster.

Woop!
Ow!

Not sure what I was thinking with this one.
Now my life is a war zone. Battle after battle. Nonstop fighting.

Today I will end it.

before

after

wait

your batteries are dead

(Slam)

End.

(Plunk)

Oof!